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BI-LAGRANGIAN STRUCTURES ON NILMANIFOLDS
M. J. D. HAMILTON
ABSTRACT. We study bi-Lagrangian structures (a symplectic form with a pair
of complementary Lagrangian foliations, also known as para-Ka¨hler or Ku¨nneth
structures) on nilmanifolds of dimension less than or equal to 6. In particular,
building on previous work of several authors, we determine which 6-dimensional
nilpotent Lie algebras admit a bi-Lagrangian structure. In dimension 6, there
are (up to isomorphism) 26 nilpotent Lie algebras which admit a symplectic
form, 16 of which admit a bi-Lagrangian structure and 10 of which do not. We
also calculate the curvature of the canonical connection of these bi-Lagrangian
structures.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we are interested in bi-Lagrangian structures on smooth manifolds,
defined as follows:
Definition 1.1. Let M be a smooth manifold. Then a bi-Lagrangian structure
consists of a symplectic form ω ∈ Ω2(M) and a pair F ,G of Lagrangian foliations
on M such that TM = TF ⊕ TG. Bi-Lagrangian structures are also known as
Ku¨nneth structures.
Recall that according to the Frobenius theorem a foliation F on a smooth man-
ifold M is given by a distribution TF ⊂ TM which is integrable in the sense
that [X,Y ] ∈ Γ(TF) for all sections X,Y ∈ Γ(TF). A foliation F on a sym-
plectic manifold (M2n, ω) is called Lagrangian if TF is a Lagrangian subbun-
dle of (TM,ω), i.e. the rank of TF is n = 12 dimM and ω(X,Y ) = 0 for all
X,Y ∈ TF .
In the following we will consider foliations as integrable distributions and place
less emphasis on foliation-specific aspects such as the global topology or the struc-
ture of leaves.
For background on bi-Lagrangian structures see, for instance, [5], [9], [13]
and the forthcoming book [12]. Bi-Lagrangian structures appear frequently in
other contexts of geometry, for example, hypersymplectic structures, introduced
by Hitchin [14], and Anosov symplectomorphisms define bi-Lagrangian structures
(see Chapters 5 and 8 in [12]).
Example 1.2. The simplest example of a bi-Lagrangian structure is given byM =
R
2n = Rn ×Rn with coordinates x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, symplectic form
ω0 =
∑n
i=1 dxi ∧ dyi
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and Lagrangian foliations F0 and G0, whose leaves are given by the affine La-
grangian subspaces Rn×{∗} and {∗}×Rn. This bi-Lagrangian structure descends
to the torus T 2n.
Non-trivial examples of bi-Lagrangian structures are usually difficult to con-
struct. An interesting class of examples comes from nilmanifolds. We want to
study left-invariant bi-Lagrangian structures on Lie groups G, which we can equiv-
alently think of as the following linear structures on the Lie algebra g of G:
Definition 1.3. Let g be a real Lie algebra. A symplectic form on g is a closed and
non-degenerate 2-form ω ∈ Λ2g∗ and a foliation on g is a subalgebra F ⊂ g. A
bi-Lagrangian structure on g consists of a symplectic form ω and two Lagrangian
subalgebras F ,G ⊂ g such that g = F ⊕ G (vector space direct sum).
Bi-Lagrangian structures on Lie algebras in general have been studied, for ex-
ample, in [1], [4] and [15].
In the case of a nilpotent Lie algebra g, the corresponding left-invariant bi-
Lagrangian structure on the associated, simply connected nilpotent Lie group G
induces a bi-Lagrangian structure on compact nilmanifolds G/Γ, where Γ ⊂ G
is a lattice, acting by left-multiplication on G. According to a theorem of Malcev
[17] a simply connected nilpotent Lie group G has a lattice if and only if its Lie
algebra g admits a basis with rational structure constants. This is the case in all
examples that we consider.
In this paper we discuss the existence of bi-Lagrangian structures on symplectic
nilpotent Lie algebras g of dimension 2, 4 and 6. Existence of a bi-Lagrangian
structure is shown by exhibiting a specific example of a symplectic form ω on g
and two complementary Lagrangian subalgebras F ,G ⊂ g. Proving non-existence
of a bi-Lagrangian structure (for any symplectic form on g) is more involved. The
main result can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 1.4. (a) In dimension 2 there is a single nilpotent Lie algebra up to
isomorphism. It admits a bi-Lagrangian structure.
(b) In dimension 4 there are three nilpotent Lie algebras up to isomorphism,
each of which admits a symplectic form. Two of them admit a bi-Lagrangian
structure and one of them does not (see Table 1 in the appendix).
(c) In dimension 6 there are 26 nilpotent Lie algebras up to isomorphism that
admit a symplectic form. 16 of them admit a bi-Lagrangian structure and
10 of them do not (see Table 4).
Remark 1.5. The general existence question for a single Lagrangian foliation on
nilpotent Lie algebras has been settled before by Baues and Corte´s: According to
Corollary 3.13. in [2] every symplectic form on a nilpotent Lie algebra admits a
Lagrangian foliation.
It is an interesting observation, originally perhaps due to H. Hess [13], that ev-
ery bi-Lagrangian structure (ω,F ,G) on a smooth, 2n-dimensional manifold M
defines an associated canonical affine connection ∇ on TM , see Section 2 for the
definition. It has the following properties:
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(a) ∇ preserves both subbundles TF and TG
(b) ∇ is symplectic, i.e. ω is parallel with respect to∇
(c) ∇ is torsion-free: ∇XY −∇YX = [X,Y ] for all X,Y ∈ X(M).
Remark 1.6. The canonical connection of a bi-Lagrangian structure is uniquely
characterized by these three properties.
The canonical connection coincides with the Levi-Civita connection of a certain
pseudo-Riemannian metric g associated to the bi-Lagrangian structure: We denote
the projections of a vector field X onto TF and TG by XF and XG and define
I : TM −→ TM, XF +XG 7−→ XF −XG
and
g : TM × TM −→ R, (X,Y ) 7−→ ω(IX, Y ).
Then I2 = IdTM and g is a pseudo-Riemannian metric of neutral signature (n, n)
on the manifold M2n. The pair (I, g) is called a para-Ka¨hler structure on M . It
turns out that the canonical connection of the bi-Lagrangian structure (ω,F ,G) is
equal to the Levi-Civita connection of g; cf. [8, 9].
We are interested especially in the curvature of the canonical connection. It is
easy to see that for the standard bi-Lagrangian structure (ω0,F0,G0) on R
2n, con-
sidered in Example 1.2, the curvature tensor R vanishes identically. There is a
Darboux-type converse to this statement: The curvature of the canonical connec-
tion of any bi-Lagrangian structure vanishes if and only if it is locally isomorphic
to the standard structure (ω0,F0,G0).
We calculate the curvature of the canonical connection for all our examples and
show:
Theorem 1.7. (a) In dimension 2 and 4 the canonical connection is flat for all
our examples of bi-Lagrangian structures.
(b) In dimension 6 the canonical connection is flat for 8 examples and non-flat
for the remaining 8 examples of bi-Lagrangian structures. All our examples
of bi-Lagrangian structures are Ricci-flat (see Table 5).
Examples of non-flat, Ricci-flat para-Ka¨hler structures on nilpotent Lie algebras
have been constructed before in [18] and [6]. The latter reference contains a general
study of the Ricci curvature of para-Ka¨hler structures (and, more generally, almost
para-Hermitian structures, such as nearly para-Ka¨hler structures).
An analysis of the (Ricci) curvature of related structures, such as tri-Lagrangian
structures studied in [10, 7], will be left for future research.
Notation. All nilpotent Lie algebras that we consider are real. For a nilpotent Lie
algebra g we denote by e1, . . . , en a basis and by α1, . . . , αn the dual basis. The
differentials dαi are related to the commutators [ej , ek] by
dαi(ej , ek) = −αi([ej , ek]).
We set αij = αi ∧ αj . A foliation (subalgebra) F in a nilpotent Lie algebra is
specified by a basis {f1, . . . , fm}.
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We follow the notation for Lie algebras in [3]: An denotes an n-dimensional
abelian Lie algebra and Lm or Lm,k anm-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra.
In the calculation of the canonical connection ∇ of a bi-Lagrangian structure
only the non-vanishing components in the bases for the Lagrangian foliations are
given. In the calculation of the curvature tensor R all non-zero components up to
the symmetry R(X,Y )Z = −R(Y,X)Z are given.
2. PREPARATIONS
Suppose that g is a 4- or 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra and we want to
prove that g does not admit a bi-Lagrangian structure. We will frequently use the
following standard lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Every subalgebra of a nilpotent Lie algebra is nilpotent. If h is an
n-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra, then dim[h, h] ≤ n − 2. In particular, every
2-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra is abelian and every 3-dimensional nilpotent
Lie algebra h satisfies [h, [h, h]] = 0.
Lemma 2.1 restricts the possible vector subspaces in g that are subalgebras and
hence define foliations. Together with the condition that the symplectic form ω
is closed and non-degenerate this can be used to rule out the existence of a bi-
Lagrangian structure on g.
Suppose that (ω,F ,G) is a bi-Lagrangian structure on a smooth manifold M .
We want to define the associated canonical connection: For vector fields X,Y ∈
X(M) let D(X,Y ) ∈ X(M) be the unique vector field defined by
iD(X,Y )ω = LXiY ω.
Then we set
∇XY = D(XF , Y )F + [XG, Y ]F ∀Y ∈ Γ(TF)
∇XY = D(XG, Y )G + [XF , Y ]G ∀Y ∈ Γ(TG).
One can check that these expressions define connections on the vector bundles TF ,
TG. The direct sum defines an affine connection ∇ on TM , called the canonical
connection or Ku¨nneth connection.
The curvature R of the canonical connection is defined in the standard way by
R(X,Y )Z = ∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z.
The curvature tensor satisfies the Bianchi identity
R(X,Y )Z +R(Y,Z)X +R(Z,X)Y = 0 ∀X,Y,Z ∈ TM.
In addition, the tangent bundle TM is flat along the leaves of both F and G:
R(X,Y )Z = 0 ∀Z ∈ TM
whenever X,Y ∈ TF or X,Y ∈ TG. Together with the Bianchi identity we get
the symmetry
R(X,Y )Z = R(X,Z)Y ∀X ∈ TM
whenever Y,Z ∈ TF or Y,Z ∈ TG.
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Finally, the Ricci curvature Ric(X,Y ) of vectors X,Y ∈ TM is defined as the
trace of the map
TM −→ TM, Z 7−→ R(Z,X)Y.
3. TWO- AND FOUR-DIMENSIONAL NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS
The case of dimension 2 is trivial: there is a single nilpotent 2-dimensional Lie
algebra, the abelian Lie algebra A2. A bi-Lagrangian structure is given by the
symplectic form ω = α12 and the Lagrangian foliations F = {e1},G = {e2}. The
canonical connection ∇ is trivial in the basis e1, e2 and its curvature R vanishes.
We now consider the 4-dimensional case, see Table 1 in the appendix. There are
three nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 4, A4, L3 ⊕ A1 and L4, each of which
is symplectic. The first two admit a bi-Lagrangian structure, while the third one
does not. We prove non-existence for any symplectic form in the case of L4 in the
following subsection.
3.1. Non-existence of a bi-Lagrangian structure on L4.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that L4 has two complementary 2-dimensional subalgebras
F ,G. Then one of the two subalgebras, say F , has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3, e4.
Proof. It is clear that one of the subalgebras has a basis vector of the form
f1 = e1 +
∑4
i=2 aiei.
Any other basis vector of the same subalgebra can be assumed to be of the form
f2 =
∑4
j=2 bjej .
We get
[f1, f2] = −b2e3 − b3e4.
Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = b3 = 0, hence the claim. 
Proposition 3.2. The Lie algebra L4 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian structure.
Proof. Any closed 2-form on L4 is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14.
If the form ω is symplectic, then ω14 6= 0. It follows that the subalgebra F in
Lemma 3.1 cannot be Lagrangian. 
3.2. Calculation of the curvature of bi-Lagrangian structures in Table 1. We
calculate the canonical connection and the curvature of the bi-Lagrangian structure
for A4 and L3 ⊕A1. It turns out that both examples are flat.
3.2.1. A4. A simple calculation shows that the canonical connection ∇ is trivial
in the basis e1, e2, e3, e4 and R = 0.
3.2.2. L3 ⊕A1.
∇e1e1 = −e3, ∇e1e2 = −e4.
R = 0.
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4. SIX-DIMENSIONAL NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS
We now consider the 6-dimensional case. The symplectic nilpotent Lie algebras
of dimension 6 have been determined (independently) by [19], [16] and [3]. The
latter two references contain explicit symplectic forms. See Table 2 for a compar-
ison of notation in these three references, Table 3 for the structure constants and
Table 4 for symplectic forms and bi-Lagrangian structures.
Remark 4.1. The lists in [3] and [16] for symplectic forms on 6-dimensional nilpo-
tent Lie algebras contain several errors:
• The 2-forms in [3, Table 3] for the following Lie algebras are not symplec-
tic:
L6,1, L6,12, L6,15, L6,16, L
−
6,17.
• The following 2-forms in [16, Section 3] are not symplectic:
16. ω2 and 23. ω3.
Because of this error in [16] we do not use the classification of symplec-
tic forms (up to automorphisms of the Lie algebras) that is stated in this
reference.
There are in total 26 nilpotent 6-dimensional Lie algebras (up to isomorphism)
which admit a symplectic form, 16 of which admit a bi-Lagrangian structure and
10 of which do not admit such a structure. If a bi-Lagrangian structure exists,
an example is given in Table 4. We now prove non-existence (for any symplectic
form) in the remaining cases.
4.1. Non-existence of bi-Lagrangian structures. We will repeatedly use the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let g be a 6-dimensional Lie algebra with basis e1, . . . , e6.
(a) If a 3-dimensional vector subspace F ⊂ g has a basis vector with a non-
zero e1-component, then a basis of F is of the form
f1 = e1 +
∑6
i=2 aiei, f2 =
∑6
j=2 bjej , f3 =
∑6
k=2 ckek,
with ai, bj , ck ∈ R.
(b) If g = F ⊕G is a sum of two 3-dimensional vector subspaces, then at least
one of F ,G has a basis as in (a).
4.1.1. L4 ⊕A2.
Lemma 4.3. A 2-form ω on L4 ⊕A2 is closed if and only if it is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω24α24 + ω34α34
+ ω15α15 + ω25α25 + ω16α16.
The form is symplectic if and only if ω16ω25ω34 6= 0.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that L4 ⊕A2 has two complementary 3-dimensional subal-
gebras F ,G. Then one of the two subalgebras, say F , has a basis of either one of
the following forms:
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(a) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5 + b3e3 + b4e4, e6
(b) e1 + a2e2 + a5e5 + a6e6, e3 + b6e6, e4 + c6e6
(c) e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3 + b4e4, e6
(d) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a5e5, e4, e6.
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
(4.1) [f1, f2] = −(b2e5 + b5e6)
and [f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e6. Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = 0. A third basis vector is of
the form
f3 = c3e3 + c4e4 + c5e5 + c6e6.
There are two cases:
• b5 6= 0 and c5 = 0. Then equation (4.1) shows that e6 ∈ F . This results in
a basis of the first form.
• b5 = 0 and c5 = 0. Then the remaining two basis vectors are of the form
f2 = b3e3 + b4e4 + b6e6, f3 = c3e3 + c4e4 + c6e6.
If b3 6= 0 and c3 = 0 we get the bases in (b) and (c), depending on whether
c4 6= 0 or c4 = 0. If b3 = 0 and c3 = 0 we get the basis in (d).

Proposition 4.5. The Lie algebra L4 ⊕A2 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian struc-
ture.
Proof. For the symplectic form as in Lemma 4.3 the subalgebra F in Lemma 4.4
cannot be Lagrangian. 
4.1.2. L6,13.
Lemma 4.6. Every closed 2-form on L6,13 is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω24α24 − ω16α34
+ ω15α15 − ω26α45 + ω16α16 + ω26α26.
If ω is symplectic, then ω26 has to be nonzero.
Lemma 4.7. Let F be a 3-dimensional subalgebra of L6,13 with a basis vector
having a non-zero e1-component. Then F has a basis of either one of the following
two forms:
(a) e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3 + b5e5, e6
(b) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5, e6.
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
(4.2) [f1, f2] = −(b2e4 + b4e5 + (b5 + a2b3 − a3b2)e6)
and [f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e5 + b4e6. Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = b4 = 0. There are
two cases:
• b3 = 0. Then either b5 = 0, hence b6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results in a
basis of type (a) or (b). Or b5 6= 0 and equation (4.2) shows that e6 ∈ F .
This results in a basis of type (b).
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• b3 6= 0. A third basis vector of F is then of the form
f3 = c5e5 + c6e6.
If c5 = 0, then c6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results in a basis of type (a). If
c5 6= 0, then the equation [f1, f3] = −c5e6 again shows that e6 ∈ F . This
case cannot occur, because then F had to be at least 4-dimensional.

Proposition 4.8. The Lie algebra L6,13 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian structure.
Proof. Suppose that F ,G is a bi-Lagrangian structure. Considering the bases in
Lemma 4.7, it follows that exactly one of F ,G must have a basis with a non-zero
e1-component, say F . Otherwise F and G cannot be complementary.
In the first case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3 + b5e5, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x3e3 + x5e5 + x6e6
g2 = e4 + y3e3 + x5e5 + y6e6
g3 = z3e3 + z5e5 + z6e6.
We have [g1, g2] = −y3e6. This implies that y3 = 0, since otherwise [g1, g2] ∈ F .
Similarly [g1, g3] = −z3e6, hence z3 = 0. Then also z5 6= 0, since otherwise g3 is
a multiple of e6 ∈ F .
The basis is now
g1 = e2 + x3e3 + x6e6, g2 = e4 + y6e6, g3 = e5 + z6e6.
Considering the symplectic form ω as in Lemma 4.6 and the fact that ω26 6= 0, it
follows that ω(g2, g3) 6= 0, hence G cannot be Lagrangian. This is a contradiction.
In the second case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x5e5 + x6e6, g2 = e3 + y5e5 + y6e6, g3 = e4 + z5e5 + z6e6.
We have [g1, g2] = −e6 ∈ F . This is a contradiction. 
4.1.3. L5,6 ⊕A1.
Lemma 4.9. LetF be a 3-dimensional subalgebra of L5,6⊕A1 with a basis vector
having a non-zero e1-component. Then F has a basis of either one of the following
two forms:
(a) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5 + b3e3, e6
(b) e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3, e6
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Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
[f1, f2] = −(b2e4 + b4e5 + (b5 + a2b4 − a4b2)e6)(4.3)
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e5 + b4e6 + a2b2e6.
Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = b4 = 0. A third basis vector is of the form
f3 = c3e3 + c5e5 + c6e6.
There are two cases:
(a) b5 6= 0 and c5 = 0. Then equation (4.3) implies that e6 ∈ F . This results
in a basis of type (a).
(b) b5 = 0 and c5 = 0. This results in a basis of type (b).

Proposition 4.10. The Lie algebra L5,6 ⊕ A1 does not have two complementary
3-dimensional subalgebras F ,G. In particular, L5,6 ⊕ A1 does not admit a bi-
Lagrangian structure.
Proof. Suppose that F ,G are two complementary 3-dimensional subalgebras of
L5,6 ⊕ A1. Considering the bases in Lemma 4.9, it follows that exactly one of
F ,G must have a basis with a non-zero e1-component, say F . Otherwise F and G
cannot be complementary.
In the first case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5 + b3e3, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x3e3 + x5e5 + x6e6
g2 = z3e3 + y5e5 + y6e6
g3 = e4 + x3e3 + z5e5 + z6e6.
Then [g1, g3] = −e6 ∈ F . This is a contradiction.
In the second case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x3e3 + x6e6, g2 = e4 + y3e3 + y6e6, g3 = e5 + z3e3 + z6e6.
Then [g1, g2] = −e6 ∈ F . This is a contradiction. 
4.1.4. L6,14.
Lemma 4.11. Every closed 2-form on L6,14 is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω24α24 − ω16α34
+ ω15α15 + ω16α25 − ω26α45 + ω16α16 + ω26α26.
If ω is symplectic, then at least one of ω16, ω26 has to be non-zero.
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Lemma 4.12. Let F be a 3-dimensional subalgebra of L6,14 with a basis vector
having a non-zero e1-component. Then F has a basis of either one of the following
two forms:
(a) e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3 + b5e5, e6
(b) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5, e6.
If F is Lagrangian, then ω26 6= 0 for the symplectic form in Lemma 4.11.
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
[f1, f2] = −(b2e4 + b4e5 + (b5 + a2b3 − a3b2 + a2b4 − a4b2)e6)(4.4)
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e5 + b4e6 + a2b2e6.
Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = b4 = 0. There are two cases:
(a) b3 6= 0. Then a third basis vector of F is of the form
f3 = c5e5 + c6e6.
If c5 = 0, then c6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results in a basis of type (a). If
c5 6= 0, then the equation [f1, f3] = −c5e6 implies again that e6 ∈ F . This
case cannot occur, because then F has to be at least 4-dimensional.
(b) b3 = 0. If b5 = 0, then b6 6= 0, hence e6 ∈ F . This results either in a basis
of type (a) or (b). If b5 6= 0, then equation (4.4) shows that e6 ∈ F . This
results in a basis of type (b).

Proposition 4.13. The Lie algebra L6,14 does not have two complementary 3-
dimensional subalgebras F ,G. In particular, L6,14 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian
structure.
Proof. Suppose thatL6,14 has two complementary 3-dimensional subalgebras F ,G.
Considering the bases in Lemma 4.12, it follows that exactly one of F ,G must have
a basis with a non-zero e1-component, say F . Otherwise F and G cannot be com-
plementary.
In the first case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a4e4 + a5e5, e3 + b5e5, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x3e3 + x5e5 + x6e6
g2 = e4 + y3e3 + y5e5 + y6e6
g3 = z3e3 + z5e5 + z6e6.
We have [g1, g2] = −e6− y3e6. Hence y3 = −1, otherwise [g1, g2] is a multiple of
e6 ∈ F . Similarly, [g1, g3] = −z3e6 ∈ F , hence z3 = 0. Then also z5 6= 0, since
otherwise g3 is a multiple of e6 ∈ F .
The basis is now of the form
g1 = e2 + x3e3 + x6e6, g2 = e4 − e3 + y6e6, g3 = e5 + z6e6.
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Considering the symplectic form ω as in Lemma 4.11 and the fact that ω26 6=
0 according to Lemma 4.12, it follows that ω(g2, g3) 6= 0, hence G cannot be
Lagrangian. This is a contradiction.
In the second case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x5e5 + x6e6, g2 = e3 + y5e5 + y6e6, g3 = e4 + z5e5 + z6e6.
Then [g1, g2] = −e6 ∈ F . This is a contradiction. 
4.1.5. L6,15.
Lemma 4.14. A 2-form ω on L6,15 is closed if and only if it is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω24α24 − ω15α34
+ ω15α15 − ω16α35 + ω16α16.
If the form ω is symplectic, then ω16 6= 0.
Lemma 4.15. Suppose that L6,15 has two complementary 3-dimensional subalge-
bras F ,G. Then one of the two subalgebras, say F , has a basis that contains two
vectors of the following form:
e1 +
∑5
i=2 aiei, e6.
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
[f1, f2] = −(b2e4 + (b4 + a2b3 − a3b2)e5 + (b5 − a3b4 + a4b3)e6)(4.5)
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e5 + (b4 + a2b3 − 2a3b2)e6.
Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = 0 and b4 + a2b3 − 2a3b2 = 0. There are two cases:
(a) b5 − a3b4 + a4b3 6= 0. Then equation (4.5) shows that e6 ∈ F .
(b) b5 − a3b4 + a4b3 = 0. A third basis vector of F is then of the form
f3 = c3e3 + c4e4 + c5e5 + c6e6
with c4 + a2c3 − 2a3c2 = 0. There are then two subcases:
• b3 = 0 and c3 = 0. Then also b4 = b5 = 0, hence only b6 6= 0 and
e6 ∈ F .
• b3 6= 0 and c3 = 0. Then also c4 = 0. If c5 6= 0, then the equation
[f1, f3] = −c5e6 shows that e6 ∈ F . This case cannot occur, because
then F had to be at least 4-dimensional. If c5 = 0, then only c6 6= 0
and again e6 ∈ F .

Proposition 4.16. The Lie algebra L6,15 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian structure.
Proof. Considering a symplectic form as in Lemma 4.14 it follows that the subal-
gebra F in Lemma 4.15 cannot be Lagrangian. 
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4.1.6. L+6,17.
Lemma 4.17. Let F be a 3-dimensional subalgebra of L+6,17 with a basis vector
having a non-zero e1-component. Then F has a basis of either one of the following
two forms:
(a) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a5e5, e4, e6
(b) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5 + b4e4, e6
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
[f1, f2] = −(b2e3 + b3e4 + (a2b3 − a3b2)e5 + (b4 + a2b5 − a5b2)e6)(4.6)
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e4 + a2b2e5 + (b3(1 + a
2
2)− a2a3b2)e6.
Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = b3 = 0. There are two cases:
(a) b5 = 0. If also b4 = 0, then only b6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results in a basis
of type (a) or (b). If b4 6= 0, then equation (4.6) shows that e6 ∈ F . This
results in a basis of type (a).
(b) b5 6= 0. A third basis vector of F is then of the form
f3 = c4e4 + c6e6.
If c4 = 0, then c6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results in a basis of type (b). If
c4 6= 0, then the equation [f1, f3] = −c4e6 again implies that e6 ∈ F . This
case cannot occur, because then F had to be at least 4-dimensional.

Proposition 4.18. The Lie algebra L+6,17 does not have two complementary 3-
dimensional subalgebras F ,G. In particular, L+6,17 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian
structure.
Proof. Suppose thatL+6,17 has two complementary 3-dimensional subalgebras F ,G.
Considering the bases in Lemma 4.17, it follows that exactly one of F ,G must have
a basis with a non-zero e1-component, say F . Otherwise F and G cannot be com-
plementary.
In the first case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a5e5, e4, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x4e4 + x6e6, g2 = e3 + y4e4 + y6e6, g3 = e5 + z4e4 + z6e6.
We get [g1, [g1, g2]] = e6 ∈ F . This is a contradiction.
In the second case F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5 + b4e4, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x4e4 + x5e5 + x6e6
g2 = e3 + y4e4 + y5e5 + y6e6
g3 = z4e4 + z5e5 + z6e6.
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We get [g1, [g1, g2]] = e6 ∈ F . This is again a contradiction. 
4.1.7. L−6,17.
Lemma 4.19. Every closed 2-form on L−6,17 is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω15α24 − ω26α34
+ ω15α15 + ω25α25 − ω16α35 + ω16α16 + ω26α26.
The form ω is symplectic if and only if (ω216 + ω
2
26)ω15 − ω16ω26(ω25 + ω14) 6= 0.
Lemma 4.20. Let F be a 3-dimensional subalgebra of L−6,17 with a basis vector
having a non-zero e1-component. Then F has a basis of either one of the following
four forms:
(a) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a5e5, e4, e6
(b) e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4, e5 + b4e4, e6
(c) e1 + e2 + a5e5 + a6e6, e3 + b5e5 + b6e6, e4 + e5 − b5e6
(d) e1 − e2 + a
′
5e5 + a
′
6e6, e3 + b
′
5e5 + b
′
6e6, e4 − e5 + b
′
5e6
Subalgebras with bases in (c) and (d) cannot be Lagrangian for any symplectic
form on L−6,17.
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a). We get
[f1, f2] = −(b2e3 + b3e4 + (a2b3 − a3b2)e5 + (b4 − a2b5 + a5b2)e6)(4.7)
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e4 + a2b2e5 + (b3(1− a
2
2) + a2a3b2)e6.
Lemma 2.1 implies that b2 = 0 and b3(1 − a
2
2) = 0. A third basis vector of F is
then of the form
f3 = c3e3 + c4e4 + c5e5 + c6e6
with c3(1− a
2
2) = 0. There are two cases:
(a) b3 = 0 and c3 = 0. There are two subcases:
• b5 = 0. If also b4 = 0, then only b6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results
in a basis of type (a) or (b). If b4 6= 0, then equation (4.7) shows that
e6 ∈ F . This results in a basis of type (a).
• b5 6= 0. The third basis vector of F is then of the form
f3 = c4e4 + c6e6.
If c4 = 0, then c6 6= 0 and e6 ∈ F . This results in a basis of type
(b). If c4 6= 0, then the equation [f1, f3] = −c4e6 again implies that
e6 ∈ F . This case cannot occur, because then F had to be at least
4-dimensional.
(b) b3 6= 0 and c3 = 0. Then a2 = ±1. According to equation (4.7)
[f1, f2] = −b3e4 − a2b3e5 − (b4 − a2b5)e6.
It follows that we can assume that the third basis vector f3 is [f1, f2] up to
a non-zero multiple, hence
f2 = e3 + b5e5 + b6e6, f3 = e4 ± e5 ∓ b5e6.
This results in a basis of type (c) or (d).
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Suppose that the basis in (c) spans a Lagrangian subspace for a symplectic form as
in Lemma 4.19. Then the following pairings of the first and third and second and
third basis vector have to vanish:
ω14 + ω15 − b5ω16 + ω15 + ω25 − b5ω26 = 0, −ω26 − ω16 = 0,
hence
ω26 = −ω16, ω14 + 2ω15 + ω25 = 0.
However, ω is symplectic if and only if ω216(ω14 + 2ω15 + ω25) 6= 0. This is a
contradiction.
Suppose that the basis in (d) spans a Lagrangian subspace for a symplectic form
as in Lemma 4.19. Then the following pairings of the first and third and second
and third basis vector have to vanish:
ω14 − ω15 + b
′
5ω16 − ω15 + ω25 − b
′
5ω26 = 0, −ω26 + ω16 = 0,
hence
ω26 = ω16, ω14 − 2ω15 + ω25 = 0.
However, ω is symplectic if and only if ω216(ω14 − 2ω15 + ω25) 6= 0. This is a
contradiction. 
Proposition 4.21. The Lie algebra L−6,17 does not admit a bi-Lagrangian structure.
Proof. Suppose that F ,G is a bi-Lagrangian structure. Considering the bases (a)
and (b) in Lemma 4.20, it follows that exactly one of F ,G must have a basis with
a non-zero e1-component, say F . Otherwise F and G cannot be complementary.
In the both cases F has a basis of the form
e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4 + a5e5, b4e4 + b5e5, e6.
It follows that G has a basis of the form
g1 = e2 + x4e4 + x5e5 + x6e6
g2 = e3 + y4e4 + x5e5 + y6e6
g3 = z4e4 + z5e5 + z6e6.
We get [g1, [g1, g2]] = −e6 ∈ F . This is a contradiction. 
4.1.8. L6,18, L6,19, L6,21.
Lemma 4.22. Let g be one of the Lie algebras L6,18, L6,19, L6,21 and suppose that
g has two complementary 3-dimensional subalgebras F ,G. Then one of the two
subalgebras, say F , has a basis of the form
e1 +
∑4
i=2 aiei, e5, e6.
Proof. Suppose that F has basis vectors f1, f2 as in Lemma 4.2 (a).
In L6,18 we get [f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e4 + b3e5 + b4e6. Lemma 2.1 implies that
b2 = b3 = b4 = 0, hence the claim.
In L6,19 we get
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e4 + b3e5 + (b4 + a2b2)e6.
Again we have b2 = b3 = b4 = 0.
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Finally, in L6,21 we get
[f1, [f1, f2]] = b2e4 + (b3 + a2b2)e5 + (b4 + 2a2b3 − a3b2)e6.
Again b2 = b3 = b4 = 0. 
Proposition 4.23. The Lie algebras L6,18, L6,19 and L6,21 do not admit a bi-
Lagrangian structure.
Proof. Any closed 2-form on L6,18 is of the form
ω = ω12α12+ω13α13+ω23α23+ω14α14+ω34α34+ω15α15−ω34α25+ω16α16.
Any closed 2-form on L6,19 is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω16α24 + ω34α34 + ω15α15
− ω34α25 + ω16α16.
Finally, any closed 2-form on L6,21 is of the form
ω = ω12α12 + ω13α13 + ω23α23 + ω14α14 + ω24α24 + ω34α34 + ω24α15
+ (ω16 − ω34)α25 + ω16α16.
If the form ω is symplectic, then in each case ω16 6= 0. It follows that the subalge-
bra F in Lemma 4.22 cannot be Lagrangian. 
4.2. Calculation of the curvature of the bi-Lagrangian structures in Table 4.
We now calculate the canonical connection and the curvature for the examples of
bi-Lagrangian structures in Table 4, see Table 5 for a summary. It turns out that
all 16 examples are Ricci-flat (and thus yield para-Ka¨hler analogues of Calabi–Yau
manifolds), 8 of which are flat and 8 non-flat.
Remark 4.24. The calculations of the canonical connection can be checked with
the statement in Remark 1.6.
4.2.1. A6. A simple calculation shows that the canonical connection ∇ is trivial
in the basis e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6 and R = 0.
4.2.2. L3 ⊕A3.
∇e1e1 = −e3, ∇e1e2 = −e6.
R = 0.
4.2.3. L5,2 ⊕A1.
∇e1e1 = −e4, ∇e3e3 = e5, ∇e3e1 = e6, ∇e1e2 = −e5.
R = 0.
4.2.4. L3 ⊕ L3.
∇e1e1 = −e4, ∇e3e3 = e2, ∇e3e4 = −e6, ∇e1e2 = −e5.
R(e1, e3)e3 = −e5, R(e3, e1)e1 = e6.
Ric = 0.
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4.2.5. L6,1.
∇e1e1 = e2, ∇e2e1 = e5, ∇e1e3 = −e6, ∇e2e4 = −e6.
R = 0.
4.2.6. L6,2.
∇e1e1 = e3, ∇e3e1 = e5, ∇e1+e2(e1 + e2) = −2e4
∇e4(e1 + e2) = −(e5 − e6), ∇e4e1 = e5, ∇e1+e2e3 = −2e5
∇e3(e1 + e2) = −(e5 − e6), ∇e1e4 = e5 − e6.
R(e1, e1 + e2)(e1 + e2) = −2(e5 − e6), R(e1 + e2, e1)e1 = −2e5.
Ric = 0.
4.2.7. L5,3 ⊕A1.
∇e1e1 = −e3, ∇e1e3 = e4, ∇e3e1 = e4
∇e1e2 = −e5, ∇e1e5 = −e6, ∇e3e2 = e6.
R = 0.
4.2.8. L6,4.
∇e1e2 = −2e4, ∇e2e1 = −e4, ∇e1e3 = −e5, ∇e2e3 = −e6.
R = 0.
4.2.9. L6,5.
∇e1e3 = −e5, ∇e1e1 = e3, ∇e1e2 = −e4, ∇e1e4 = −e6.
R = 0.
4.2.10. L6,6.
∇e1−e2e3 = −e5, ∇e1−e2(e1 − e2) = −e3, ∇e1+e5(e1 + e5) = −e4
∇e1+e5e3 = −e5, ∇e1−e2(e1 + e5) = −e4, ∇e1−e2e4 = e6.
R(e1 + e5, e1 − e2)(e1 − e2) = e5, R(e1 − e2, e1 + e5)(e1 + e5) = −e6.
Ric = 0.
4.2.11. L6,9.
∇e1e3 = −
1
2
e5, ∇e1e1 = e3, ∇e3e1 =
1
2
e5
∇e3e2 = e6, ∇e1e2 = −e4, ∇e1e4 = −e6.
R = 0.
4.2.12. L6,10.
∇e4e1 = e5, ∇e2−e4(e3 + e5) = −e6, ∇e2−e4(e2 − e4) = −e6
∇e2−e4e1 = e4 − e5, ∇e4(e2 − e4) = e6.
R(e2 − e4, e1)e1 = −e5, R(e1, e2 − e4)(e2 − e4) = e6.
Ric = 0.
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4.2.13. L6,11.
∇e1e1 = e4, ∇e4e1 = e5, ∇e1(e3 + e5) = −e6
∇e1+e2−e4(e3 + e5) = −e6, ∇e1+e2−e4e1 = e4 − e5, ∇e1+e2−e4e4 = −e5
∇e4(e1 + e2 − e4) = e6, ∇e1+e2−e4(e1 + e2 − e4) = −(e3 + e5)− e6.
R(e1 + e2 − e4, e1)e1 = −2e5, R(e1, e1 + e2 − e4)(e1 + e2 − e4) = 2e6.
Ric = 0.
4.2.14. L6,12.
∇e2e3 = −7e5, ∇e2e2 = −
6
7
e3, ∇e3e2 = −6e5
∇e2−2e1(e3 − e4) =
7
3
(−3e5 + e6), ∇e2−2e1(e2 − 2e1) = −
10
7
(e3 − e4)
∇e3−e4(e2 − 2e1) =
4
3
(−3e5 + e6), ∇e2−2e1e2 = 2e3
∇e3−e4e2 = 4e5, ∇e2−2e1e3 = 5e5, ∇e2(e2 − 2e1) = 2(e3 − e4)
∇e3(e2 − 2e1) = −2(−3e5 + e6), ∇e2(e3 − e4) = −(−3e5 + e6).
R(e2 − 2e1, e2)e2 =
208
7
e5
R(e2, e2 − 2e1)(e2 − 2e1) = −
208
21
(−3e5 + e6).
Ric = 0.
4.2.15. L5,4 ⊕A1.
∇e1e5 = −e6, ∇e4e4 = −e3, ∇e4e1 = e5, ∇e1e2 = −e4.
R(e4, e1)e1 = e6, R(e1, e4)e2 = −e3
R(e2, e1)e1 = −e5, R(e1, e2)e4 = −e3.
Ric = 0.
4.2.16. L6,16.
∇e1e4 = −e6, ∇e3e3 = −e5, ∇e3e2 = e5
∇e3e1 = e4, ∇e1e2 = −e3.
R(e3, e1)e1 = e6, R(e1, e3)e2 = −e5, R(e1, e2)e3 = −e5
R(e1, e2)e2 = e5, R(e2, e1)e1 = −e4.
Ric = 0.
5. APPENDIX
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Algebraic structure Structure constants Symplectic form Bi-Lagrangian structure
dα3 dα4
A4 0 0 α12 + α34 {e1, e3}, {e2, e4}
L3 ⊕A1 (nil3 ⊕ R) 0 α12 α14 + α23 {e1, e3}, {e2, e4}
L4 (nil4) α12 α13 α14 + α23 not bi-Lagrangian
TABLE 1. 4-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras (dαi = 0 for i = 1, 2)
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Betti numbers Algebraic structure
b1 b2 Salamon Khakimdjanov et al. Bazzoni–Mun˜oz
6 15 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 26 A6
5 11 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12) 25 L3 ⊕A3
4 9 (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 13) 23 L5,2 ⊕A1
4 8 (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 34) 24 L3 ⊕ L3
4 8 (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 23) 17 L6,1
4 8 (0, 0, 0, 0, 13 + 42, 14 + 23) 16 L6,2
4 7 (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 15) 22 L4 ⊕A2
4 7 (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 25) 21 L5,3 ⊕A1
3 8 (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 23) 18 L6,4
3 6 (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 14) 14 L6,5
3 6 (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 24) 15 L6,6
3 6 (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 14 + 23) 13 L6,9
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 13 + 14, 24) 11 L6,10
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 13 + 42) 10 L6,11
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 13 + 42, 14 + 23) 12 L6,12
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 15) 19 L5,4 ⊕A1
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 15 + 23) 9 L6,13
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 15 + 24) 20 L5,6 ⊕A1
3 5 (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 15 + 23 + 24) 7 L6,14
3 4 (0, 0, 0, 12, 14 − 23, 15 + 34) 8 L6,15
2 4 (0, 0, 12, 13, 23, 14) 6 L6,16
2 4 (0, 0, 12, 13, 23, 14 + 25) 4 L+6,17
2 4 (0, 0, 12, 13, 23, 14 − 25) 5 L−6,17
2 3 (0, 0, 12, 13, 14, 15) 3 L6,18
2 3 (0, 0, 12, 13, 14, 23 + 15) 2 L6,19
2 3 (0, 0, 12, 13, 14 + 23, 24 + 15) 1 L6,21
TABLE 2. Comparison of notation for 6-dimensional symplectic
nilpotent Lie algebras in [19], [16] and [3]
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Algebraic structure Structure constants
dα3 dα4 dα5 dα6
A6 0 0 0 0
L3 ⊕A3 0 0 0 α12
L5,2 ⊕A1 0 0 α12 α13
L3 ⊕ L3 0 0 α12 α34
L6,1 0 0 α12 α13 + α24
L6,2 0 0 α13 − α24 α14 + α23
L4 ⊕A2 0 0 α12 α15
L5,3 ⊕A1 0 0 α12 α15 + α23
L6,4 0 α12 α13 α23
L6,5 0 α12 α13 α14
L6,6 0 α12 α13 α24
L6,9 0 α12 α13 α14 + α23
L6,10 0 α12 α14 α23 + α24
L6,11 0 α12 α14 α13 + α24
L6,12 0 α12 α14 + α23 α13 − α24
L5,4 ⊕A1 0 α12 α14 α15
L6,13 0 α12 α14 α15 + α23
L5,6 ⊕A1 0 α12 α14 α15 + α24
L6,14 0 α12 α14 α15 + α23 + α24
L6,15 0 α12 α14 + α23 α15 − α34
L6,16 α12 α13 α23 α14
L+6,17 α12 α13 α23 α14 + α25
L−6,17 α12 α13 α23 α14 − α25
L6,18 α12 α13 α14 α15
L6,19 α12 α13 α14 α15 + α23
L6,21 α12 α13 α14 + α23 α15 + α24
TABLE 3. Structure constants (dαi = 0 for i = 1, 2)
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Algebraic structure Symplectic form Bi-Lagrangian structure
A6 α12 + α34 + α56 (BM) {e1, e3, e5}, {e2, e4, e6}
L3 ⊕A3 α16 + α23 + α45 (BM) {e1, e3, e4}, {e2, e5, e6}
L5,2 ⊕A1 α15 + α24 + α36 (BM) {e1, e4, e6}, {e2, e3, e5}
L3 ⊕ L3 α15 + α24 + α36 (BM) {e1, e4, e6}, {e2, e3, e5}
L6,1 α16 + α23 − α45 (K) {e1, e2, e5}, {e3, e4, e6}
L6,2 α16 + α25 + α34 (BM) {e1, e3, e5}, {e1 + e2, e4, e5 − e6}
L4 ⊕A2 α16 + α25 + α34 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L5,3 ⊕A1 α16 + α24 − α35 (BM) {e1, e3, e4}, {e2, e5, e6}
L6,4 α16 + 2α25 + α34 (K) {e1, e2, e4}, {e3, e5, e6}
L6,5 α16 + α25 + α34 (K) {e1, e3, e5}, {e2, e4, e6}
L6,6 α15 + α25 − α26 + α34 (K) {e1 − e2, e3, e5}, {e1 + e5, e4, e6}
L6,9 α16 + 2α25 + α34 (BM) {e1, e3, e5}, {e2, e4, e6}
L6,10 α16 + α25 − α34 (BM) {e1, e4, e5}, {e2 − e4, e3 + e5, e6}
L6,11 α16 + α25 − α26 − α34 (K) {e1, e4, e5}, {e1 + e2 − e4, e3 + e5, e6}
L6,12 −α15 + 6α26 + 7α34 (K) {e2, e3, e5}, {e2 − 2e1, e3 − e4,−3e5 + e6}
L5,4 ⊕A1 α13 + α26 − α45 (BM) {e1, e5, e6}, {e2, e3, e4}
L6,13 α13 + α26 − α45 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L5,6 ⊕A1 α13 + α26 − α45 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L6,14 α13 + α26 − α45 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L6,15 α16 + α24 − α35 (K) not bi-Lagrangian
L6,16 α15 + α24 + α26 − α34 (K) {e1, e4, e6}, {e2, e3, e5}
L+6,17 α16 + α15 + α24 + α35 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L−6,17 α15 − α16 + α24 + α35 (K) not bi-Lagrangian
L6,18 α16 + α25 − α34 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L6,19 α16 + α24 + α25 − α34 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
L6,21 2α16 + α25 + α34 (BM) not bi-Lagrangian
TABLE 4. Symplectic and bi-Lagrangian structures ((BM) and
(K) indicate that the symplectic form is taken from [3] and [16],
respectively; note Remark 4.1)
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Algebraic structure Curvature tensor R
A6 0
L3 ⊕A3 0
L5,2 ⊕A1 0
L3 ⊕ L3 6= 0
L6,1 0
L6,2 6= 0
L5,3 ⊕A1 0
L6,4 0
L6,5 0
L6,6 6= 0
L6,9 0
L6,10 6= 0
L6,11 6= 0
L6,12 6= 0
L5,4 ⊕A1 6= 0
L6,16 6= 0
TABLE 5. Curvature of bi-Lagrangian structures in Table 4 (all
examples are Ricci-flat)
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